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Abstract

A broad literature exists documenting and attempting to explain rising wage inequality in

the USA and other nations. One significant feature of the change in wage inequality is that

much of the increase appears to have manifested as between-firm rather than within-firm

inequality. This has prompted speculation1 that changes in the wage distribution are being

driven by factors such as changes in the dispersion of firm-level productivity, or increased

sorting of workers across firms and industries by skill. A third possibility, which we propose

in this paper, is that changes in wage inequality are significantly affected by the increased

sorting of occupations across firms and industries. This first has mechanical implications for

between vs. within inequality, and secondly is also importantly linked to changing wages

within and between occupation groups, changes in labor demand and overall efficiency.

Our main argument is as follows. Firms can either make or buy the inputs into their

production process. This decision is influenced by the relative costs of inter-firm trade

and in-house production (coordination costs vs. management or agency costs). As these

costs decline2, firms will increasingly choose to purchase inputs rather than make them in-

house (ie: decreasing vertical integration or increasing specialization). This leads firms to

hire fewer workers of that occupation type, and the firm from whom they purchase the

input will likely hire more. On the extensive margin, this decreases the cardinality of the

set of occupations hired by each firm3, and on the intensive margin increases measures of
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1See Barth et al. (2014), and Faggio, Salvanes and Van Reenen (2010)
2See Holmes and Snider (2011) for a discussion of the evidence for declining outsourcing frictions
3Chan (2016) shows evidence of significant extensive-margin adjustment in response to trade and tech-
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occupation employment concentration. We call this increasing concentration of occupation

employment share within firms/industries ”Occupation Sorting”.

One question we want to address is how much of the change in observed between and

within wage inequality is being driven simply by moving workers with different wages around

between firms. This is similar to the idea behind skill sorting, in that if workers of different

skills have different average wages, and workers are somehow being increasingly grouped by

skill at the firm level, then between-firm wage variance will increase. Indeed the two ideas

overlap, since workers in different occupations will likely have different levels of skill. How-

ever, the mechanism is very different. Occupation sorting arises from firm-level production

decisions which are relatively independent of worker skill. The fact that it may happen to

coincide with some level of skill sorting is more of a side-product of the primary mechanism

- firms are not choosing to sort on skill but rather on tasks.

In order to investigate the effect of occupational sorting, we employ a model with hetero-

geneous firms and industries who choose to buy intermediate inputs or make them in-house

by hiring from a set of heterogeneous occupations. Our model is a novel network model of

heterogeneous firm-to-firm trade where the boundary of each firm depends on factor prices

and firm-occupation comparative advantage in input-production. It is different in that most

of the rest of the literature on occupations, sorting and wages either assume a single type

of output good, or index workers purely on skill4. We also differ from the trade literature

in that firms select into multi-state outsourcing rather than exporting, resulting in com-

plex vertically integrated linkages through the economy. Our model treats occupations as

monopolistic providers of unique services or tasks in an environment with iceberg contract-

ing/agency costs and direct linkages between industries, which we believe is unique in the

literature5. Also, our model can be easily aggregated and taken to industry-level data, and

use the calibrated model to examine recent trends in employment, wages and trade in the

USA

Our contributions are three folds: firstly we show some stylized facts about outsourcing

and occupation sorting in the USA. Secondly we developed a tractable firm-level model

of inter-industry trade and outsourcing which can replicate these facts. Thirdly we use

nology shocks for Denmark.
4See Hagedorn, Law and Manovskii (2012) for a recent discussion of the literature on labour

search/matching and occupational sorting
5Several recent papers examine models with networks of linkages using the Input-Output tables for the

USA and other countries, including Kehoe, Ruhl and Steinberg (2013), De Soyres (2015) and Chaney (2014).
However, none of these have an environment with endogenously heterogeneous wages across occupations and
industries or with multiple outsourcing decisions
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the model and some simple accounting exercise to link changes in trade costs to increases

in inequality through increased occupational sorting. The main findings are the following:

Occupation sorting and industry specialization have grown over the last decade, and appears

to be a significant factor in recent growth in wage inequality; Since 2002, increasing wage

inequality has been primarily (80%) a between-industry phenomenon; Changes in wages

primarily increased within-industry inequality, while changes in sorting increased between

inequality and decreased within inequality; About 45% of the overall increase in inequality

since 2002 can be attributed to mechanical occupation sorting rather than changes in wages;

From 2002 to 2013, trade frictions have significantly decreased, driving some of the recent

increases in wage inequality and firm specialization/occupation sorting (ongoing).
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